Cloud is raining opportunities everywhere

Cloud is redefining the way business and IT services are delivered and consumed. Moving to the Cloud is no longer a question of ‘when’ but ‘how’. Organizations today do not ask whether ‘they should take to the Cloud’. Instead, the question is: ‘What is the right approach to maximize business value from the Cloud?’

Lack of a single point of accountability

Unclear SLAs

Multiple pricing models and contracts

Moving to the Cloud can be challenging. As you go through the Cloud adoption journey, you must choose between and partner with multiple Cloud providers for infrastructure, platforms, and applications. Each will offer differing levels of functionality, transparency, support, and security capabilities. Stitching these together and tailoring them to align with your business context is a daunting prospect. The result? You may not reap the right business value from the Cloud.
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An accountable Cloud Ecosystem Integrator who takes ownership of the complete lifecycle of your Cloud initiative and delivers measurable business value while minimizing risks.

Infosys as a Cloud Ecosystem Integrator

- Comprehensive professional services for the Cloud
- Industry-leading services in the Cloud
  (Business Platforms)
- Ecosystem of partnerships

Our professional services for the Cloud address all aspects of Cloud adoption, empowering you with business agility while reducing total cost of ownership.

Services include:
- Cloud strategy and planning for developing your Cloud roadmap
- Cloud enablement for a secure private and hybrid Cloud
- Cloud brokerage to bring together private and public Clouds with enterprise IT
- Cloud migration for onboarding best-in-class business services
- Cloud application development for native Cloud services
- Cloud security for delivering secure hybrid Cloud services
- Cloud sustenance for QoS and ecosystem governance
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Rapid Cloud adoption
- Provision IT infrastructure and platforms in a matter of minutes
- Easily subscribe to enterprise cloud services through a unified self-service catalog
- Collaborate and deliver persona-based insights for informed decision-making
- Optimize cloud setup with unified cloud resource usage and consolidated metering/billing

Enterprise-wide decision support
- Smartly assess and broker cloud services from across providers
- Gain single-window access to operate and govern your entire cloud ecosystem
- Achieve cost savings of up to 30%

Single window management and assurance
- Accelerate time to market by up to 40%
- Improve productivity by up to 20%
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Infosys SocialEdge: Harness the power of social media to deepen consumer and employee engagement

Infosys CommerceEdge: Grow multi-channel commerce by enhancing consumer experience and increasing order value

Infosys BrandEdge: Simplify digital marketing with the first comprehensive Cloud-based platform

Infosys ProcureEdge: Realize rapid, measurable and sustainable procurement savings

Infosys TalentEdge: Simplify your lifecycle and drive deeper employee interaction

Infosys TradeEdge: Accelerate long-term growth and profitability in emerging markets

The Infosys Cloud Ecosystem Hub is the first solution that helps you to build and manage a unified hybrid cloud environment. It enables you to rapidly create, adopt, and govern cloud services across the ecosystem.

Infoya Edge™ Business Platforms in the Cloud provide a direct and strong impact to your top line and bottom line.

A Business Platform is a business solution to a business problem with measurable business outcomes. They drive deeper engagement with digital consumers, build smarter organizations, and address the needs of emerging markets.
Finacle Lite™ is a banking solution deployed through Private Cloud, specifically tailored to address the core banking, e-banking and mobile banking requirements of co-operative banks, community banks and credit unions worldwide.

Finacle Lite promises operational gains for banks in terms of savings in infrastructure and hardware costs, even as it provides rich functionality.

Our ecosystem comprises 30+ best-in-class Cloud partners, addressing various aspects of your Cloud adoption initiative. Our strategic relationships with leading Cloud providers help us deliver a trusted Cloud ecosystem to you.

Illustrative partners:
www.infosys.com/cloud/partners
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Did you know? Infosys has benefited internally from Cloud adoption:

- Over 22% reduction in cost owing to consolidation and virtualization
- 80% reduction in energy costs
- OS build time reduced to < 30 minutes from 2-3 hours
- Over 87% reduction in provisioning time

Proven

- 150+ client engagements across industries
- 3000 + Cloud experts
- 7 service offerings,
  2 major solutions
- 12 Business Platforms
- Twin Cloud Centers built in a record period of 5.5 months

Our promise

Complete ownership of your Cloud adoption lifecycle
- Deliver and manage best-of-breed Cloud ecosystem backed by best-in-class partners
- Single point of accountability and SLA-based service assurance

Direct and strong impact to your P&L through Business Platforms
- Top-line growth
- Bottom-line efficiencies
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Did you know? Infosys has benefited internally from Cloud adoption:

- Complete ownership of your Cloud adoption lifecycle
  Delivered and managed best-of-breed Cloud ecosystem backed by the best-in-class partners
  Single point of accountability and SLA-based service assurance

- Direct and strong impact to your P&L through Business Platforms
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want a smooth navigation in the Cloud?

Partner with a proven Cloud Ecosystem Integrator

Sign up for a Cloud Workshop today
E. cloud@infosys.com
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